EndoCare endorses endodontists in practice principle

Dental practitioners keen to learn more about endodontology are invited to a series of interactive seminars to be held each month between October 2011 and September 2012. Designed by experienced endodontic specialists, EndoCare, the seminars will be hosted by Dr Darin Flynn and Michael Sultan.

The seminars will cover:
- Overview of endodontics: Diagnosis - When to perform root canal and surgical procedure
- Endodontic instrumentation: choice behind the choices - Preparation: What techniques/systems are available and which type of root canal therapy should be considered - Irrigation - What irrigants are available and in what order should we use them? At what strength and concentration?
- The role of dynamic irrigation. Importance of user level - Disinfection - Should I use a thermocatalytic technique? The “thief of the R” and importance of reintroduction - Restoration: Step by step.

The seminars offer dynamic debate in an informal and sociable setting among peers and participants will be encouraged to engage in brainstorming, discussion and reflection.

For dates and full information please contact Fiona at EndoCare on 0207 224 0099 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

BACD Gives its Members “Something to Smile About”

From 10th-12th November, 2011, The British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry (BACD) will hold its eighth Annual Conference, Something to Smile About: Maximum Aesthetics – Minimum Intervention at the Hilton on Park Lane, London.

The BACD has drawn together some of the world’s leading dentists and experts from around the world to put the smile back into dentistry; these include former President of the European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Dr Maurice Fradis and his team on “Evolution of Materials and Techniques”. The Conference will also feature a special hands-on seminar from Dr Rahul Doshi on “Minimal Preparation Evolution of Materials and Technique”.

With its fringe programme, BACD offers a perfect opportunity to learn new techniques and network with like-minded professionals.

The BACD Conference is an essential part of the career of any dental professional but fitting career development around a busy treatment schedule can be extremely difficult at the best of times. In the time it takes to travel to and from lectures and workshops and the postgraduate education that goes with them, you could easily become a Earl of Cork.

That’s why Smiley-Do, in association with Kent, Surrey and Sussex Deanery and UCL Eastman, are proud to present the CORE CPD Online Resource Centre, offering specially designed courses for dental professionals. The CORE CPD Online Resource Centre offers dental professionals the chance to learn through specially designed e-learning programmes, including interactive webinars. Dental professionals can earn valuable CPD credits on a wide range of subjects including:

- Legal and ethical issues
- Medical emergencies
- Handling complaints
- Dental law

If you’re a busy dental professional with little time to spare, then the CORE CPD Online Resource Centre could be just what you need to help you maintain your standards of practice and gain valuable CPD credits.

For more information call 020 7404 8909, visit www.coredcp.com or email info@smiley-do.com
is a one stop shop for all your dental needs and now with Value+, why go elsewhere?

Hygiene, Facial Aesthetics and Handpiece Repairs, The Dental Directory truly leads the way in the supply of specialist departments for Equipment, Digital Imaging, Orthodontics, Oral materials products. With a vast stock of over 26,000 different product lines

What's more, The Dental Directory Price Match policy means they will match or beat any price quoted on all like-for-like consumables, sundries and materials products. With a vast stock of over 26,000 different product lines and specialist departments for Equipment, Digital Imaging, Orthodontics, Oral materials products. The Dental Directory truly has been designed with a convenient dispensing system to suit the clinician's requirements.

Kemdent are offering their top quality UK manufactured products which includes well-known brands such as ChemFil™Superior, 7600 Deep Blue, Aquasil Ultra, Quicksleeper and more.

To arrange for a free Aquasil Ultra demonstration in your practice, please call +44 (0)20 7255 2559, visit http://www.dentaldirectory.co.uk or email info@generalmedical.co.uk

Visit Kemdent stand 022 at The Dental Directory to give you the opportunity to purchase well known brands such as Aquasil Ultra and Quicksleeper which are the most cost effective, effective and easy to use products for the entire dental procedure.
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